Team Profile
Our team is a multidisciplinary union of young people from Saint-Petersburg, Russia. We are all unified by the idea to create systematic environment development in different fields of studies and research. Architecture and Urban planning - Marsel, Anastasia, Vasilli, Alena, Anna, Civil Engineering- Daria and Sustainable architecture - Semen. Four of us are still studying in the best universities in Saint-Petersburg: Saint-Petersburg Polytechnic University and Russian Academy of Fine Arts, others have graduated not long ago. We believe, that multidisciplinary coworking leads to sustainable build environment and better future. No doubts all big changes have started from imagination and collective mind.

Summary
Adaptive environment is one of the development keys to harmonic and successful society. Future architecture is going to become more flexible in consideration of the interests of every single citizen. Thus, modular architecture is the future. Firstly, it can create interesting ensembles, matching the existing architecture. Secondly, modular architecture may improve destroyed and abandoned city districts, tranforming them to the new social centers. And finally, this architecture is able to generate own unique compositions: green and ergonomic, bright and beautiful. All of this points can be achieved by simple modules, adapted to us – complex and extraordinary creations.